Dear MULTIPLEX fans,
Green meadows, warm sunshine and longer days, giving us the chance to
devote more time to our shared hobby of model flying.

Rendezvous with MULTIPLEX / HiTEC
Modellbau Wels (Austria)
Visit us at Austria’s most spectacular modelling fair at Wels
over the period 08 - 10 April 2016. You will find MULTIPLEX /
HiTEC at Stand E50 in Hall 2.
We look forward to meeting you!

Intermodellbau & EXPERTEC Dortmund
We will be in attendance at the EXPERTEC Fair with our main stand
from 22 - 24 April 2016: find us at stands A24 & 2B20. Our team
will be on hand to provide expert advice on the high-quality M-LINK
radio control equipment as well as the WINGSTABI system. Our staff
will include team pilots Bernd Beschorner and Manfred Greve. We
will also have a small information stand at the Intermodellbau Fair
from 20 - 24 April: stand A08 in Hall 3B. Pop in and see us!

Magazine reviews
FUNCUB XL
“The overall design of the FunCub XL, the wealth of ideas it incorporates, the
carefully considered details and the production quality are absolutely top class.
The finished model offers a very wide speed range and huge versatility. It can
be a trainer, tug, camera platform, lazy evening model, toffee bomber,
aerobatic trainer, 3D aerobat or just a very pleasant fun model.”

FMT 4/2016

FUNCUB XL
“A workhorse for just about everything”
“Without doubt, the FunCub XL is the crowning glory of the ELAPOR model
range. With a parts count of more than 150 items, it is not only the largest
MULTIPLEX model, but also the most complex.”
“The high-end quality of the foam components reflects a great deal of intensive
development work.”
“The FunCub XL can be flown in so many ways, from normal flying to classic
aerobatics, from advanced aerobatics with 3D manoeuvres to tug duties, and
even as a floatplane. For occasional flyers the model represents the ideal
training platform, and for the more experienced weekend pilot it is a fun model
which provides a new facet of pleasure every day.”
RC Pilot 3/2016

HERON
“There’s no need for us to waste a lot of words on the construction of ELAPOR
high-density foam models, as it’s all been said before. The nub of the matter is
that the MULTIPLEX design team are simply very competent (…) The Heron is
one great model, and certainly worth the asking price. The machine has been
my constant companion for a whole season now; I’ve flown it again and again,
and I’ve enjoyed every minute. Even in totally unhelpful air flight times of
around forty minutes are the rule rather than the exception (…) The model’s
elegant wing planform and polyhedral are no doubt responsible for the Heron’s
virtually perfect circling characteristics, making it equally pleasurable to catch
thermals by day, and enjoy a little low-level aerobatics in the evening, just
before sunset.”
MFI 5/2016

WINGSTABI 7 / 9
“The WINGSTABI constitutes a high-quality triple-axis gyro system which will
satisfy the most demanding modeller. The unit’s regulatory characteristics are
freely configurable for each axis and each flight phase, and the method of
programming using a PC or App is smooth and problem-free; the Setup
Assistant is cleverly done. (…) The stabilisation system automatically maintains
the model’s attitude and direction, and in this way provides effective support to
the pilot at all times.”
Modellflieger 2/2016

WINGSTABI 7 / 9
“The WINGSTABI is a high-quality gyro system with extensive programming
facilities. After just a brief period of familiarisation fixed-wing flyers will soon
appreciate the clever set-up procedure and operating methods … In addition to
the ParkMaster the WingStabi was also fitted in an Extra 300S, where its
abilities were very evident in classic aerobatics as well as 3D manoeuvres such
as hovering and torque-rolling.”
Modell Aviator 02/2016

Keeping up-to-date - without Facebook

It’s not just on our official Facebook page that we publish news about the most
important new products from MULTIPLEX Modellsport. You can also take a look
at our new products on our chayns page without logging on and registering:
chayns.net/64384-18867/ticker

EOS ENS ETS series sponsor 2016

HiTEC / MULTIPLEX will be sponsoring the Euro Touring Series, Euro Offroad
Series and Euro Nitro Series for the 2016 season. We are already looking
forward to a successful collaboration!
euronitroseries.com
ets.redrc.net
eurooffroadseries.com
We are particularly proud of our team drivers: Yannic Prümper, Nico Risser and
Tilo Tödtmann, who are right at the front of the pack with their HiTEC LYNX 4S.
We wish them great success!
HiTEC LYNX 4S – we race to WIN!

Great success by MULTIPLEX team pilot

Josef Mögn successful in the GPS triangle contest
In the first GPS Triangle event of the 2016 season, held at in Wyhl-Forchheim in
Germany, MULTIPLEX PROFI TX sponsored pilot Josef Mögn took second place in
the SLS class of the Euro Tour GPS Triangle.
A total of 22 pilots assembled at the Kaiserstuhl on 20.03.2016, where the flying
conditions were by no means easy.
Josef’s RC equipment: transmitter: Profi TX 16; receiver: RX-12-DR Compact;
servos: Hitec; sensors: vario / altitude / current / GPS navigation RC T3000.
Warmest congratulations! MULTIPLEX M-LINK - system for winners!
Best wishes
Team MULTIPLEX
* Recommended Retail Price in € incl. VAT
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